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CASE STUDY: STORY OF AN MBA STUDENT
The supervisor of my dissertation does not take my tutoring seriously. Maybe 
because he is overloaded or maybe he is just not into my topic and therefore 
not motivated to tutor me.
For example:
• I sent him 21 pages of work, but he only bothered to comment 3 of them
• He commented 2 o’clock at night (clearly too tired to do good work)

I want to get an A or minimum B to graduate cum laude! And I really liked the 
topic. The books I read were inspiring and I loved the process of writing.

But after that first feedback (at 2AM, with only 3 pages commented), I have no 
desire left to write, my motivation is zero. I've been staring at this first version 
of my dissertation for 3 weeks now, and I just can’t continue writing. 



WHAT IS THE EXPERIENCE OF THE STUDENT?

OBSERVATIONS THOUGHTS

WANTS FEELINGS

MY
EXPERIENCE

From leadership development program Clear Leadership by dr.
Gervase Bushe



OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY (PROFESSOR)
Students today are really lazy. They have no interest in anything. 

I gave one promising MBA student a really cool topic for her dissertation (a topic that 
interests me a lot) - and she only bothered to read 5 (FIVE!) books. 

And I chose my most efficient working-time to read and comment on the dissertation –
2 AM at night. What a waste of my time! 

The text itself was ok, but the first draft lacked focus (but this is normal). I made my 
comment on the introduction part (first 3 pages). If that gets corrected, the remaining 
18 pages are good usable material. 

And now (after my review) she hasn't uploaded a new version in 3 weeks. 

I'm completely disappointed with her attitude. I am angry and demotivated, and I really 
don’t want to be her supervisor anymore.



ANXIETY AS COLLECTIVE PHENOMENON
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EXAMPLES OF CHANGE IN LANGUAGE

‘Victim’ language Taking responsibility

This is terrible thing happening in the world I am scared

Everything is scewed up I don’t know what’s going to happen

Role of managers in this time is tough
I feel insecure about my ability to help 

my people in this situation



FROM TO FUTHER TO

Emotional domino in tense 
situations

Being able to keep calm in pre-
defined situations

Maintaining non-anxious presence 
in all anxious environments

Easily polarized (either-or, good-
bad, right-wrong type of thinking)

Able to see some grey areas Able to fully hold contradictions / 
paradoxes

Blaming others or the context for 
own emotional being (you made me 
angry), reactivity is usual

Some reactivity, but only in 
‘blindspots’ (shame, projections)

Taking full responsibility for own 
emotional being (I create my 
experiences)

Avoids saying ‘I’ - uses impersonal 
language (this is the way things are, 
change is hard etc)

Uses ‘I’ in low-anxiety situations. Uses ‘I’ even when all others have 
switched to impersonal language 
(‘you’, ‘they’, ‘we’) 

WHY FOLLOWING THIS ADVICE IS 
HARDER THAN IT LOOKS?

AUTHOR: ELAR KILLUMETS



Coaching In Times Of 
Extreme Uncertainty, Part 1

90-MINUTE ONLINE LIVE, INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP IN ZOOM

This 90-Minute Live Practice Session Is Designed To Improve Your 
Capacity To Reduce Anxiety:
• Improve your capacity to separate yourself from surrounding emotional processes
• In-depth understanding of all quadrants of the Experience Cube
• Practice unpacking your own experience, which is a prerequisite of helping others effectively
• Learn to communicate from a place of non-anxious presence
• Learn to bring people out of the ‘victim’ state by improving your ability to help others to understand 

their experience

April 21, 2020
10AM UK time

Special discount €29 for webinar attendees (regular price €49):

https://payhip.com/b/KObr 
Only 16 places available (some have already gone)

https://payhip.com/b/KObr

